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Have you visited your own website lately?

It's a simple question, but one with signif

and sometimes the only e

leave their websites in a state of ne

a negative experience in the mind of a prospect that came to the website loo

You need to look at your website the w

looking for on your o

customers will not stic

improve the user ex

Does each page have a clear title, and a clear 

explanation of its purpose and benefit to the user?

Does the page have simple, understandable 

navigation that will take you to the main areas of the 

site, without hitting a dead-end or having important 

information that is difficult to find?

Is there a clear, compelling value proposition on each 

page, as well as a solid, motivational call to action?

Have you simply checked your site for correct grammar and punctuation, and have you tested all links, 

addresses and phone numbers for accuracy? 

aluate the effectiveness of your website. 

igation structure of your site. Usability means what it says: If 

e manner to find what they are looking for, they will 

eys to enhancing usability.

rly identified with simple, straightforward titles and 

igation should not contain more than six links. Each main 

e deeper into information-rich content. To 

imum (also a general rule), so break 

igation and page naming structure should be 

 your site and they need to stay that way.

means that it should be on-target to communicate clear 

ach page should have a well-defined purpose, and

Spiraling Momentum

Internet commerce is on the move. 

According to a PricewaterhouseCoopers 

report commissioned by the Interactive 

Advertising Bureau, U.S. Internet 

advertising revenue hit a record $26 billion 

in 2010. This represents 15 percent growth 

from 20091. 
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try to avoid extrane

the site should help

to reinforce the overall value of the site. 

should be a strong c

representative of the 

Online Marketing Strategies
How you market your 

prospect interactively

has identified a reco

process2:

An active presen

visibility on 

the tools com

Making the "

and customer testi

communities.

Once a company makes it into the finalist circle, the big guns come out. Interactive demonstrations and 

product tours (usually video). Live Webinars that allow task force members to pose questions. Try and 

buy options and short-term SAS subscriptions. Sales chat and other call to action behaviors that 

encourage task force members to engage with the company's sales force.

Andy Suggs, Lead Designer for Web Design firm The Visuallab3, encourages a flexible strategy when 

approaching online marketing. "There is never just one right way," he shared. "It still is the Wild, Wild West out 

there with constantly emerging technologies. Before site construction begins, you need to clearly define what 

you want the online user experience to be, as certain online strategies require specific functionality and coding 

for the best support. It's always best to plan for that in advance rather than to try and retrofit a website."

Suggs also suggested not relying only on traditional search marketing techniques when trying to put your 

uch as possible," he recommended. 

h keyword, meta tag and back link 

ents and discussions on your company, as 

 acting as an industry leader — and 

an.”

3th, 2011), 

hotguns," siteIQ, (April 7th, 2010), 


